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Logitech Rugged Combo 3 Blue Smart Connector QZERTY UK
English

Brand : Logitech Product code: 920-009658

Product name : Rugged Combo 3

Rugged Combo 3, UK, EDU, CLASSIC BLUE

Logitech Rugged Combo 3 Blue Smart Connector QZERTY UK English:

Rugged Combo 3 is a protective keyboard case for iPad® (7th and 8th gen) that allows faculty and
students to type, create, and thrive with comfortable, pry-resistant keys and a 4 ft. drop protective case
that can take on even the toughest learning environments. With Smart Connector technology, the
keyboard connects to iPad instantly—no pairing required. Power comes directly from the iPad so you
never have to charge the keyboard. And the adjustable kickstand supports five use modes that are
ready for any task. Students and educators can type, view, sketch, read and use the iPad camera
wherever they go.

Keyboard

Keyboard layout * QZERTY
Keyboard language * UK English
Pointing device *
Numeric keypad *
Hot keys
Multimedia keys
Key pitch 1.8 cm
Key travel distance 1.2 mm

Performance

Brand compatibility * Apple

Compatibility *
iPad (7th generation) Model: A2200,
A2197, A2198 iPad (8th generation)
Model: A2270, A2428, A2429,
A2430 iPad (9th generation)

Product colour * Blue
Maximum screen size 25.9 cm (10.2")
Cover *
Backlight *

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Docking
Device interface * Smart Connector

Power

Power source * Dock

System requirements

Mobile operating systems supported iPadOS

Weight & dimensions

Width 189 mm
Depth 260 mm
Height 23.8 mm
Weight 602 g

Packaging data

Package width 30 mm
Package depth 278 mm
Package height 218 mm
Package weight 629.9 g

Packaging content

User guide

Packaging content Rugged Combo 3 Keyboard Case
Documentation

Technical details

Languages support English
Harmonized System (HS) code 84716060

Logistics data

Master (outer) case width 340 mm
Master (outer) case length 383 mm
Master (outer) case height 246 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 7.49 kg
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